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Abstract 
Traditional university modes of instruction have been 
shown to be less effective than. both PSI and peer tutoring 
procedUres. The present study compared the relative e:ff.ec-
tiveness of proctors and peer tutors in a PSI type course. 
Twelve subjects were randomly assigned to the experi-
mental conditions. The witt:tin-subJect variable was- the order 
of exposure to the teaching J!lethods (being proctored, being 
tutored, or tutoring) and the. between-subject variables were 
type of teaching method (proctor-ed or peer tutored) and the 
number of the tr:ial (first or .second test under tbe assigned 
teaehinc condition). 
An analysis of variance .split plot .3.22 of the number 
of correct answers on the first test of each unit yielded a 
significant main e.ffeet for teaching m-ethod; F(l ~ 9) = 17.24, 
p < .01; and a significant interaction for Teaching Method 
x Order of Exposu-re to Te-aching Condit ions; F(2, 9) -:;: 4. 31, 
f!. < .05. Analysis of the number of tests taken to reach 
criterion yielded significant main effects .for teachin_g 
method; F{l~ 9)- = 7 .44, E. < .05; .and for order of exposure 
to teaching conditions; F(2~9) = 4.88t .e. < .05. 
The results indicate that proctoring re~ulted in 
better student performance than did pee.r tutoring on both 
. · ~ ; .. ~·......_ ,_ ... ... 
measure$ o.t ~ourse p.erformanc.e. ()fber methods for ·easing 
tbeal>plication of PSI type ,p:tocedures ·to larg~ courses 






Formal ins.truetion in an institutional setting is 
the tiominant m~ans of deliberate t;t"ansference of knowledge 
in this society. The effectiveness of present modes of 
formal instruction~ however. is repeatedly questio.ned. 
Thus, it ha.s become increasingly important to identify the 
-factors which influence the effectiveness of instruction . 
.McKeachie (1974}. in a review of tbe research on in-
structional psycholog)t. identified four aspects of instruc-
tion: the learner and learner characteristics; teacher 
and teacher style; teaching methods, ·technology, and 
charact.eristics of the class; and the objectives and con-
tent of instruction~ Of these four aspects of instruction, 
this paper will focus on the effectiveness of teaching 
·methods and technQlogies, reg_a.rdless of student or teacher 
charactel·istics or the specifi~ course taught. 
The ·most common, and the traditional teaching method 
at the college level, uses frequent lectures ·as the major 
means of in.struction. '!'ests are given infrequently, al-
lowing stud·ents few opportunities for evaluation. Pace of in~ 
struction and testing is set by the-instructor., with there-
sult that the individual student 1 s potential maximal rate of 
progression through the material may bear little relati-on to the 
req-uired rate. In addition~ the student typically has litt,le 
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contact with the- instructor outside of class. Se'O'eral 
studies have demonstrated the comparative ineffecti-veness 
of the traditional method in relation _to behavioral ap-
proaches to instruction in terms of final exam performance 
(Born. Gledhill, and Davis, 1972; McMichae1 and Corey. 1969; 
S-h~ppard and MacDermot, 1970) and comparative increase in 
knowledge (Alba and Pennypacker~ 1972). · 
A Behavioral Approach to College Instruction: PSI 
Among the behavioral approaches developed to replace 
traditional instructional procedures i$ the Personalized 
System of Instruction (PSI) devel.;>ped by Keller (l£)68) and 
elaborated by others (e.g. Ferstert 1968; Johnston and 
Pennypacker, 1971; Lloyd and Knutzen~ 1969; a·nd Myer·s, 
1970). PSI offers an alternative approach to many of the 
elements of traditional college instruction.. The original 
definition of PSI specifies fiv:e essential elements {Keller, 
1968): 1) completion of the course at a rate set by the 
student (self-pacing); 2) the requirement that each student 
pass all tests at a specified percent correct (unit perfec-
tiori requirement); .3) use of lectures as motivation rather 
than as a source of critical inro-rmation; · 4) stress upon 
written performance; 5) use of student instructors or proc-
tors. In essence~ students in a PSI course move through 
a sequence of well defined units of material at their own 
rate, with performance- assessed by written unit tes~ts which 
have to be passed at a specified criterion or retaken until 
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are used to provide on a one-to-one basis immedia,te feedback 
on test performance and guidan.ce for studying. A proctor 
is usually a student who bas previously performed well in 
the course. Thus the traditional procedures of lectures as 
a source of critical information, infrequent testing_. in-
structor determined progress r.ate~. and. ).ack of student/ 
tea,cher interaction are all eliminated, and a specified 
level of sttJ:dent performanee is required. 
Evaluatio-n of PSI Procedures 
Research on the features o.f PSI bas evaluated the ef-
fectiveness of some of the procedure.s; descri.bed by Keller 
(1968) .and modificatlons developed to deal with specific 
problems encount.ered in the implementation of· PSI. Pro-
crastination resulting from self-pacing has proven to be 
one of the major problems, with the completion of course 
work oft·en requiring an addi tiona! term.. Modification of 
the self-pacing element of PSI has been used by Green (1971) 
~o reduce the number of students in a physics class whose 
self-pacing c~used the completion of the co11rse to be carried 
into the following semester. Design of the course 1) made 
early availability of the final exam and admittance to 
lec.tures contingent upon completion of a spe<:ified number 
of unit exams, 2) lncornpletes very difficult to obtain, and 
3) provided pace setting in the -form of a reconnnended 
scbedule for test taking. The number of students completing 
course work within one semester increased over that of a 
previous course without .these features. Miller, Weaver, and 
-· ·- -• · : .......... _ 
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Ser.rb ( 1974) found that students required to take un.it tests 
by a certa.in date, and to drop the course or receive an F 
. grade if they missed three such d·ates, maintained their 
.progress through the .course· at a higher rate· than the same 
students :when faced with no .such c_ontingency. Students were 
able to pace their own performance to an extent, .in that 
tests could be completed at any time prior to the target date. 
Several studies have indicated that to assure a high 
level of performance in a personalized course, 1) the unit 
test mastery criterion should be high and absolute~ with 
remediation of tests required when performance is below the 
criterion, 2) as-signments should. be .short. and 3) students 
should be provided with study guides to use for test prep--
aration. In a study on the effect of study gui'des and 
·mastery criterion level within a PSI course, Semb (1974) 
found performance to be higher on study guide test questions 
than on non-study guide i terns. (However, the non-study guid·e 
q:uestions were of a type which requiJ:"ed more integration of 
the course material than did the study guide questions.) 
Performance was consistently higher on study guid·e ques-
tions, but differences ·in performance between the two types 
of questions decreased as the mastery criterion was :raised. 
A high mastery criterion (100$} and s hort assignments pro-
duced better performance than did a low mastery criterion 
(60%) or long assignments. 
Johnston and O'Neill (1973) found that the level of the 
[' 
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unit mastery criterion controlled performance both when a 
choice of grades was available by meeting different criteria 
and when only one grade was available by meeting an absolute 
criterion level. Average ·student performance changed in 
th~ direction of the criterion change when ,a new criterion 
was established and to lower grades if they were made op-
tions. Bas-tow (1973) found that students who performed 
poorly on ·an in·itial unit test improved their perf·ormance 
on a .final examination when required to take an additional 
test over the unit. 
Attendance at non-mandatory lectures ·and extra events 
bas been reported to decrease over the term of t ·he course 
·even though the even:ts receive favorable rat·ing from stu-
dents (Born and Herbert, 1971), indicating that lectures 
and other event·s may not . have the motivational properties 
suggested by Keller (1968}. Lloyd, Garlington, Lowry, 
Burgess t Euler, and Knowlton (1-972) found attendance high 
at lectures only· when some form of ·course grade contingency 
was in operation. Although lecture quality was not assessed, 
when lecture admittance was contingent upon assignme-nt :Com-
pletion, attendance was low and no increase was :found in 
rate of assignment completion. It appears that lecture at-
tendance will be high only in a. course where lecture at·ten-
dance .is a requirement for success in the course~ either in 
absolute terms (Hess, 1971) or in terms of bearing a. direct 
relationship to test performance. 
. ·····----·:·-·--·-----.. . ··- . --·--..... -- -··· .. 
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Research on the features of. PSI to this point may be 
summarized as indicating that the effective elements are 
self-pacing modified to require test completion by target 
dates.~ required testing to a high criterion,. use o.f short 
assignments. and use of study guides. Assignment-comple-
tion-contingent lectures and extra events do not appear to 
facilitate performance. by functioning .as reinforcers. 
The Role of Proctors in PSI 
The features which make PSI a more effective means of 
instruction than traditional teaching methods also make the 
use of .proctors necessary for tbe implementation of PSI. 
Proctors make repeated testing~ immediate scoring of testst 
and se·lf-pacing possible.· 'Ihey also increase instructor/ 
student int·eraction and tutoring through grading tests im-
mediately in .front of the student~ explaining the material 
answered incorrectly. and detailing the correct responses 
·(Keller, 1968). Born and Herbert (1971) report that ·proctors 
receive high student ratings in terms of performance as 
quality teachers. Farmer. Lacbter. Blaustein, and Cole 
(1972) compared the per:formance of students receiving proc·-
toring on 0, 2S. 50" 75, or 100% of the test and found 
proctoring f·ewer than 100% of the tests was just as ,ef-
fective in accelerating the students' progress tbroug.h the 
course ·as was 100% proctoring. But students who received 
no proctoring perfo~med more poorly on the final exam than 
any of the students who were proctored .. 
7 
Expan$ion of PSI procedures to .many courses is hin-
dered by the very same procedures-which make this expan-
sion desirable. The difficulties involved in obtaining 
proctors due to lack of funds .for salaries or inability to 
obtain course credit :for proctoring ··have been described 
by Sherman (1971). Although a solution to this problem 
can be found by using students as proctors for their class-
mates as effectively as external proctors (Gasnor and Walk-
ing~ 1974) and with academic advantages for the student 
serving as proctor (Johnson and Sulzer-Azaroff, Note 1), 
the logistics of the use of any· sort of proctors and tbe 
other features of PSI limit the size of class to which PSI 
can be applied to 150 to 200 students (Sherman, 1972). 
Another area (}f research on instructional methods and 
technology suggests a solution to the problems of exten-
sive application of PSI. 
Peer Tutori·ng 
The discussion of the assigned material between two 
or more students-in a course prior to testing has been 
used by some instructors as a part of the course structure. 
Termaq peer tutoring or monitoring, theSe procedures have 
.been shown to be more effective than individual learning, 
and they would be less costly in terms of time a11d person-
nel if they could be used in the place of proctoring pro-
ced"'rJres. 
A -study of unstructured peer monitoring in a larg~ 





Kelem, Diener., and Beaman (Note . 2) sho~ed incre.ased per-
formance for peer monitored students. Students wer~ or-
ganiz~d into ],earning groups o·f two, three, or four stu-
dents and tpld that each $tudent's final grade· would be 
tb.e average of the grades of t .he members of tbe group. All 
group sizes were more effective than individual learning in 
terms of individual final course grades. Schermerhorn, 
Goldschrnid, and Shore (Note· 3) found that having :fifth and 
ninth grade and introductory psychology college· students 
discuss study questions with their pee.rs . in a structured 
manner improved their performance on testing when compared 
with occasions when questions were not discussed. Harris 
and Sherman (1973) found that unstructured peer tutori,ng 
by grade school students on math assignments resulted in 
a higher level of accuracy and rate of ·performance on tested 
problems when tutoring covered e.ither the problems to be 
tested or other related, bt1t different' problems, indicating 
some generalization of learned skills. A contingency on 
performance, which allowed any student who performed on a 
test at a specified le~el of accuracy to leav·e- clas.s early, 
increased the eff-ectiveness of tutoring in terms of ac-
curacy, but not rate of performance. An opportunity to 
study individually the problems to be tested produced less· 
increase in accuracy and rate than did the peer tutoring, 
indicating that both prior exposure to the material and 
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Re1ative Effectiveness of ·Proctoring anq .;Peer Tutoring 
Upon examining the results of the research in peer 
tutoring and behavioral approaches to educatic;m, it appears 
that both PSI and peer tutoring proced.ures are more success-
ful in terms of .student performance than more traditional 
c1assroom procedures. T,he use of peer tutoring procedures 
in the place of ,Proctors would allow the solution of the 
previously m~!ltioried problems in extensive application of 
PSI. No comparison bas been made however, of t.be relative 
effectiveness of proctors and peer tutors in the P$1 
setting·. 
The present study was directed at the examination of 
the relative effectiveness of proctoring and peer tutoring 
procedures in a course utilizj_ng -written multiple testing 
procedures, testing t-o criterion by required remediation, 
and an instructor imposed pacing requirement. Student 
per:formance was a$sessed in. terms of number of correct 
answers on the first exam take.n in each unit and in t-erms 
of the number of re-take- tests required to reach the mastery 
crit~rion. An asset:;sment of tutor and proctor performance 
was obtained by use of a rating scale completed a:t the end 
of each unit by the tutored and proc-tored stUdents and by 
a rating scale completed at the end of the course. 
Method 
Subjects 
Twelve students, five males and seven f~ales;. enrolled 
in a Psychology of Aggression and Altruism course during 
<o · ------ •- n • · ~• 
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Spring S~mest¢r~ 1975, at the University of the Pac·ific, 
were subjects. There were seven Freshmen, tour Sophomores, 
and one Junior, with an average of 1.2 previous psychology 
courses. 
Procedure , 
Des.ig~. A ~plit plot 3 .. 22 design (Kirk, 1968) was used 
with the between-subject variable being the order of ex-
posure to the teaching methods (bein.g proctored, being 
tutored, or tutoring) and the within-subject variables 
be·ing the type of teaching method (proctored or peer 
tutored) and the number of the trial in that condition 
(first or second test under the assigned teaching method.) 
Each of .three between-subject grm,1ps was rotated t ·hrough 
the sequence of being proctored, being tutored, or tutoring 
twice. Assigll1Dent to tl)e between-subject conditipns was 
random. 
Course· Format. The course material was divided into 
three content areas : anti ..... social behavior, altruistic be-
havior, and a critique o'f ethological views. of aggression. 
The s ection on anti-social behavior used Aggression in Man 
and Animals by Roger Johnson and Agression: A. Social Learn-= 
ing Analvs.is by Albert Bandura as texts. The reading as-
signme nts in these texts was divided into four units of 
approximately 60 pages each. The section on altruistic 
bebavlor was based on J. Macaulay and L. Berkowitz' 
Altruis m and Helning Behavior and involved two 70 page 
reading uni ts. Each of the six units was accompanied by a 
__ .. __ 
j : 
..-·· -·--~---· ·· .. . 
'" . . ·• -- -. ..,; ...... _.;_ ··· - ·. ··---··-~-. 
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study gui(i·e and unit test. The critique of ethological 
theories of aggression used reading from Ma~n and Aggression 
by Ashley Montague and ei tber The Territorial.._ Imperative 
by R<>bert ·Ard-rey or On Aggression by Konrad Lorenz. No 
tests were given on this material. 
The course met Monday, Wednesday·, and Friday from 
three to five. An approximately equal number of class ses-
sions were devo.ted to lectures ~. discussions and testing ses-
sions. Lectures primarily focused on material not covered 
in the texts, while d·isclissions focused on recogni~ing the 
relation.ships between different parts of the as.signed mater-
ial a:nd the meaningfulness and applicability of both the 
text and lecture material. 
Coruse grades included two options: pass{no-credit or 
a letter grade. The student must have passed the required 
unit tests at criterion and the .students they tutor must 
have passed the tutored unit tests at criterion for a pas-
sing grade to be received. Two thought papers grad·ed as to 
appropriate use of the co:ursc:? material and originality and 
amount of participation in disc"Qssions provided the basis 
for a student evaluation written by the inst.ructor in the 
form of a term letter or .for assignment of a lette~ grade. 
The requirements of the course and the peer tutor.ing 
and proctoring procedures were explained botll in the course 
syllabus (see Apendix 1) and in the initial class meeting. 
Unit Tests. Each of the six units of the course re-
lating to anti-social and altruistic behaviors was followed 
12 
by a test. A study guide over each unit was received by the 
studentcS one week prior to each test and delineated the 
material to be studied for testing. Three test forms were 
prepared for each unit (see example i·n Appendix 2). Each 
consisted of eight short-answer essay questions requiring 
theoretical descri.ption, comparison and contrast, applica...; 
t.ion, and explanation of the material. Questions were 
randomly assigned to the three unit test forms .from a pool 
of 24 items and the test forms were randomly designated to 
be the first, sec~ond or third form to be given. Before each 
test administration· the instructor prepared an example of 
an adequate answer and a scoring guide for each question. 
No partial .credit was given for answers. Reliability checks 
were made on five unit :first form tests to check grading con-
sistency betwe~n the instructor and the proctor. Reliability 
ranged from 89.1% to 95 .. 3% with an average of 93. 4$~ 
As tutors were not tested directly over the two units 
they tutored. each student took :four of the six tests. Each 
unit hacl to be passed at a criterion level of a 90% cor-
rect test. The first form of each unit test was given to 
' 
all tested students at the same time in the sa.me room. Stu-
dents not achieving criterion received the second and third 
forms of each test during scheduled times. All completed 
tests were retained by the instructor. 
To pass the course students had. to meet a dual criterion: 
They bad to pass the·four unit tests they took at the 90% 
' -·~ 
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cri.t :erion and the student they tutored on the- remaining two 
uni t ·s had to pass those tests .at the same criterion. The 
tutor • s grad.e was made dependent upon the tutored student • s 
test performance to provide an incentive for effective 
tuto~ing. The tutor and tutored student shared the respon-
sibility for insuring that the tutored. student had m~s­
tered the material. The tutor's mastery-of related mater<-
ial was demonstrated by performance on the tested units. 
Proctoring. One undergraduate psychology major ser-
ved as the proctor for the course. Her training consisted 
of a practice session where the appropriate proctoring pro-
·cedure was explained and demonstrated and she practiced the 
procedure and was given corrective feedback on her pe.rform-
ance. The proctor was instructed as to the correct answer 
for each t~st item and knew the course material thoroughly 
:!d though she bad ,not taken the ~ourse previously. Weekly 
meetings were held to discuss any questions about t·he mat-
erial or answers. S-tudents to be proctored went to the 
proctoring room upon completion of their test. The proctor 
spent a maximum of 15 minutes grading the te~t. discussing 
incorrect answers and directing the student to .relevant text 
material for further study.. It t ·he student bad not per-
forineq at criterion level. t .he second, and if necessary, 
third form of the test was taken later and the same proctor·-
in~ procedure followed. 
Peer Tutoring. One week in advance of each unit test 
session. tutoring assignments were announced for the following 
. -- '·---·.-;· __ ____ ·--'" "' ~ :":·:. ·. _;., ": ·~.:. :~:.: .. . · .. · ~·-- · ··- ---· ... ;.....; .. ;~;.. .. ~ .. ;.; .. ·-: .:.. ..... ~: ; ._: .. . :... ,:.._--·-·-···:--- ---··-- ·--··-·--·-1 
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unit .. Studen"ts were a:sstgned randooily to tutoring part-
ners. Tutoring p~irs were expected, but not requi red, to 
work together outside of class to prepare for the unit 
test. The tutor received a copy of the test to study 
while the tutored student took the test. Upon completion 
of tbe test by the tutol"(!d stu4ept, the instructor gr3:ded 
the t~st. If the mastery criteri(Jn was not reached, t~e 
tutori.ng pair spent a maximum of 15 minutes in the class-
room. Using the test as a guide, during this tl.me the 
pair discussed incorrect answers and the tutor directed 
the student to relevant text materia;l f 'or further study. 
The same procedure was followed for ·eacb re- take test 
taken. 
Rating Scale. Proctor and tutor performance were evalu ... 
at~d by a ten-point Liker t rati~Jg scale (see Appen4ix 3) 
completed by tutored~ and proctored students. The tutored 
student used the rati ng scale t ·o evaluate the tutor• s per-
f.orrnance dur'ing the week prior to t ·he t~est. The rat'ing 
sheet was turned in to the instructor on the test day. At 
the end of the first proctori ng se.ssion for each ,unit, t .he 
proctored student completed the. rating seale ,and returned 
it to the instructor. A final nvera11 rating of tutoring 
and proctoring procedures was, made at the end of the course. 
The rating scale assessed tutor or proctor f ,acilitation 
of t .he student's acquisition of knowledge in terms of the 





of the material.. encouragement of discussion and indepen-
dent tbinkin!;. answering of questions ap.d directing O·f 
study, and in terms of the student •·s OWD: ,increase in under-
stancUng and knowledge of tbe material • . · 
Results 
An analysis of· variance ~plit plot 3.22: (Kirk, 1968) 
of the number of correct answers on t .he first test of ea·ch 
unit yielded a significant main effect of te·aching method; 
F(l, 9) • 17. 24. I! <. 01 ~ PrQctored s .tudents averaged sig- , 
nificantly more correct answers on the first test of .each 
unit than dl..d tutored students (see Table 1). There were 
no significant main effects f .or order of exposure· to teach-
ing conditions; F(2,9J = 4.Cl., ~ > .05; or for tri11.l~ 
F(1.9) = 0.51, p_ > .05. 
Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here 
A signifi·cant interaction wa.s obtained for ·Teaching 
Mptbod x Ord~r of Exposure _to· Teaching. Conditions;· !(2,9) = 
4. 31, £ < .05 (see Table i). Subjects who encountered the 
teaching conditions 111 the .order tutored~ proctored. tutor, 
. performed ~ignificantlY·worse than $t;udents exposed to the 
conditions in ei..tber of the other two .orders both when 
tutored; F(2,18) = 266.10, ~ < .. 01; and when proctored; 
F(2.18) = 27.06, R < .01. Subjects i ·n this condition per-
...-. .. .• 
..;. • • !'\ '\ 
formed significantly bett.er when proctored. when they did L. 
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Results of the split plot 3.22 analysis o:f variance 
of the number of tests taken to reach criterion for a unit 
yielded significant ma~n effects for teach:fng method; 
F(1 1 9) = 7.44,· E. < .. 05; and for order of exposure to teach-
ing conditions;· _!(2.9} = 4.8s»· :Q. < .05 (see Table 2). Fewer 
test$ were lleedec:l to reae·b criterion on proctored units 
than on tutored units. Subjects who encountered the teach-
ing conditions in the order o:t tutored, proctored. tutor 
required more tes.ts to reach criterion than did subjects 
experiencing the other orders of exposure. There was no 
significant main effec:t for trial; F(l.»9) :z: 1.30 • .e. > .. os. 
Six ·subj·ects met with their tutor for both units for 
which tutors were assigned• four su};)jects met with their 
tutor for only one unit and two subjects never met with a 
tutor. Tbe spli·t plot 3. 22 analysis of variance of the 
responses on the tutor/proctor z:ating .scale of subjects who 
- . 
met with their tutor for both uni.,ts, u-sing summed scores. 
fqu·nd no significant main effects for teaching method; 
F(2,3) = 7.62, 1!. > .05.; ·or der o f exposure to teaching 
conditions; F(2,3) = 1:39. E.> .05; o.r trial; ~(1,3) == 
0.75, .£> .05. 
Response.s on a final tutorin_g procedure rating 
scale, using summed scores$ showed a low positive correlation 
between rating of the procedure and number of unit.s for which 
tbe subject met with t.he assigned tutor; r = 0.283 .. 
.. . ~--·· · .· .....•• -···----"~·-···· '···--· ·· .... . .. ·.. ·"' · ·~'·-·-·'·~-·-;: ....•. ,,, __ ._, _ _ _ ...... . -· ···--, ... --· · 
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Discussion 
The data indicate that proctoring resulted in better 
student performance than did peer tutoring on both measures 
of course performance. Proctoring pffers the student im-
m·edia te feeciback on th.e quality of the answers and most 
importantly, tbe oppor1;unity to defend and elaborate upon 
these written answers while receiving credit for these 
verbal answers. This chance to add to apd correct one's 
answers ma,y decrease the number Qf tests required t() pass 
a unit· by increasing t .he numbe~ of corr:ect responses on a 
given test over the n.uniber of written responses which are 
c,orrect unaltered--thus increasing the chance that the 
student will r .each criterion on the first test e>f a. unit. 
Peer tutoring allows the opportunity for post-test feed-
back from .the tutor, but only gives· credit for written 
re.sponses. 
Studen-ts who were · tutored, proctored,. tutor, for 
their order o.f exposure to teaching conditions perform~d 
' , ' ' . ' I 
worse than othe..r students in . several ways. They requir·ed 
more tests to reach criterion for tutored units than for 
proctored units an~, although ge-tting more correct on the 
first test for proctored units than for tutored ones, 
performed worse on all first tests than did other studen.ts. 
It should be noted that the lack of a. significant main 
effect f ·or this variable in terms of number eorreet on the 
.first test of a unit rnay be due· to diff.erenees in the 
.. ; . .": . ..· ... ~ . -~.: . . .... _ ........... : ... . ; ...... :...__ __ _ ,; ,_ 
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sensitivity oi' the dependent measures. The larger .Potential 
variability in scores for the number correct o·n the first 
test (individual test score range possible frorn 0 to 8 .a,n- · 
swers correct) would have required a greater difference in 
means to detect a difference between levels of the variable 
than would be necessary for the number of te$ts to criterion 
scores, given the restricted varia·bility possible for 1n-
divid1Jal scores (1 to 3 tests to criterion). 
Given that proctoring was more effective than tutoring 
overall, it is possible that students who were proctored 
first received an ini~ial experience which ·helped them to 
perform more effectively ori further tests. It is also 
possible that students who were tutors -:first had an initial 
experienc·e similar to being proctoTed, as being a tutor 
could be compared to serving as a proctor. These two 
teaching experiences may train the student as to the kind 
of approach needed to correctly apply the course material 
. to the test ·questions. It is questionable whether the te-
.sults can be explained as a practice effect howev·er. The 
stud.ents who were tutored, proctored, tutor did not improve· 
their te$t performance on the units following their proc-
toring and tutoring experiences over their performance on 
the unit where they had nqt had any tutor or proctoring 
experience. 
The lack of student preference for one method over the 
other would indicate that little~ if any, resistance would 
occur upon application of either method in the coll,ege class-
room. 
-----~--- - . ~- . 
·! 
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Proctoring._ being overall more effective, would a·ppear 
·to be the preferred method for a PSI type of course. Proc-
toring in e-ffect gives the student an extra attempt at 
passing a given test. Viewed in this perspective, tutored 
students may have performed worse on the fi·rst test and 
required more tests per unit because they did not have this 
e~tra attempt at passing. Most of the previous research on 
peer tutoring which showed that tutoring was mare effective 
than traditional instruction .utilized· procedures where tu-
toring was required rather than recommended as in this study. 
Since tutor 1.1se was not .correlated with liking for tutoring 
in this study, attendan-ce at tutoring was apparently due 
to un·controlled factors. lt would pe worthwhile to compare 
the relative effectiveness of proctoring and required peer 
tutoring. It would also be worthwhile· to examine the ef-
fect o ·f training the tutors in the manner that the proctor 
was trained. lt may be that as the format of the tutoring 
proc·edur.e more closely approximates that of the proctoring 
pro<::edures they can be shown to be equally effective. 
The effect of order of exposure to the different 
teaching conditions on performance also presents some 
interesting possibilities. for further research. The effect 
of using fading procedures to transfer students from proc-
toring to peer tutoring procedures should be investigated. 
If proctors were only needed for the first few -units in 
a course and then tutoring could be used, this would make 
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At this <poi.nt, although proetoritlg h~s been sbqwn to 
be superj.or to r :econun¢ride<J,, grade C().n1:ihg~nt peer tutoring • 
. thep()~sibility pf ~ffectlv~ly incorporating peer tu:torlng 
proc:edures into a PSI type format should not be abandoned 
as other dimensions of .the tutoring experience should be 
examined for t-heir eff.e.ct on student performance. 
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Table 1 
·Mean Number o.f Correct· Answers on First Tests 
Order .of Exposure to 
Teaching .Conditions 
~tor, Tut()red, Proctored: 
Tutored. Proct.ored, ·Tu.tor 
Proctor·ed~ Tutor~ Tutored 
Total 
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.. Table 2 
Mean Number of Tests to Criterion 
Order of lxposure to 
Teaching Cond.itions Unit Teaching Conditions 
Tutor, TUtored, Proctored 
Tutored~ Proctored, Tutor 
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PSYCHOLOGY OF AGRESSlON 




n 'The best thing for disturban.ces of the 
spirit,' replied Merlyn, beginning to puff and blow, 
'is to learn. That is the only tbing.that never 
fails • . You may grow old and trembling in your 
anatomieS·, you may lie awake at night listening 
to th~ disorder of your veins, you may miss your 
only love and los.e your moneys to a mons:ter, you may 
see the world about .you devast-ated by evil lunatics, 
or know your honor trampled in the sewers of baser 
minds. There is only one thing for it then - to 
learn. Learn why the world wags and what wags it . •• '" 




This course will involve four different learning e"-
periences: peer tutoring, analytical and speculative writing. 
discussion, and problem solving. By the end of the course 
you will have. learned and summarized the material in terms 
of both applications to real life situations and traditional 
academic forms. The course is designed. to guide you through 
the semester with enjoyable excursions along the way. 
Psychology will be presented as a problem orle.nted dis-
ci.pline emphasizing the social relevance of research results. 
This will be done by means of the reading assignments with 
the ·class ·meetings providing a more detailed examination 
of ·current research findings related to the topic under study. 
Fundamental assumptions and concepts underly'ing various 
theories about aggression and altruism will be crit i cally 
assessed on the basis of experimental evidence. Class 
meetings will not repeat the reading assignments but in-
stead will present new and additional information. 





Aggression in Man and Animals. 
· (W. B. Saunders,. 1972) 
. Aggr~ssion: A Social Learning 
(Prentice-Hall, 1g73) 
On Agfression. Lorenz, K.. OR 
. Bantam, 1966) 
),fan and Ag(iression. Montagu, 
(Oxford U. Press, 196.8) 
A 
Johnson, R. 
Analysis .. Bandura, A. 
· Territorial Im~era­
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(5) Altrui~ and .l!e.lEing Behavior. lttacaulay and 
· Berkowitz (Eds.) (Academic Press, 1970) 
All texts are on one hour reserve at the library. 
Reading Assignments 
Daily assignments for the entire semester are- attached. 
Assignments are due the day they are listed. They must be 
read· when they are due in order for you to get the .most 
out of the course. 
Verbal Participation 
Verbal participation is considered an essential part 
of this course. Part of your term letter or grade will be 
based on the extent and quality of your participation in 
class discussions. No one will get an · A ·or its· equivalent 
without performing regularly. I hope that yo11r own interest 
and curiosity in the materials being presented will also· 
prompt you to talk and contribute to the discussions. If 
; not 7 at least have pity on my vocal cords! 
:· 
Written Assignme~~~-
Two written assignments will be required. One paper 
-will be concerned with the control of aggression and is 
due.on Wedne~qay:, April 2.nd. The second paper will involve 
a critique of the Lorenz or Ardrey book from a social 
learning theoristts point of ·view and will be due on 
Wednesday 1 ~.fay 14th. 
Quizzes 
Each of you will take four quizzes in person and will 
tutor anotber.student on two other quizzes. You must pass 
the four quizzes at a level of 90$ correct answers. The 
student you tutor must pa ss the other two quizzes at 90% 
correct.for you to pass,. If ypu do not achieve 9Q% correct 
on a quiz, you may retake the quiz as many times as neces-
sary for you to receive a pass. You will taka a different 
quiz over the sa.me material each time you r·etake a particular 
quiz, but there is no penalty for retaking a test. 
One week prior to each quiz, you will recieve a de-
tailed stud-y .gUide t o- aid you in preparing. for the quiz. Tbe 
aim of the quizzes is to ensure mastery of the material. 
They will not be designed to trick you or to cause anxiety~ 
: [ 
\ 
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One week prior to each qul~, you will also be told what 
role you will have for. that unit. On any given quiz you will 
be either a tutor, tutored student~ or proctored student . 
These different learning roles will give you an opportunity 
to experience various learning techniques. You will each 
experience the three roles two different time.s during the 
semester. Uere is what happens in each situation: 
Tutor. When you are a tutor you do not take ·the quiz 
yourse],f, but you must always attend quiz sessions with 
your partner, .including retake sessions. You are to work 
with your partner (the tutored student) to prepare them 
for the qujz. Your goal is to make sure that they pass 
the quiz at 90% correct so that you also will pass. The 
amount of time you spend working tog-ether or the way in 
which you. study is up to you . The quizzes are graded by 
the instructor and only written answers are consi.dered. If 
your partner does not pass a particular quiz you will have 
1.5 minutes to use- the quiz to st udy together in the test . 
room (you will receive a copy of the quiz to examine during 
the test session) . 
Tutored student. You take the quizzes on the units 
for which you are tutor-ed. You are to wo·rk with your part-
ner (the tutor) to prepare for the quiz. Y.our tutor is 
dependent upon your passing the quiz to receive a pass on 
that unit themself. Your cooperation in preparing for the 
quiz is essential, althou,gh the amount of . time you spend 
working together or the way in which you study is up to you. 
Tbe quizzes are graded by the lnst~uctor and only written 
answers are considered . 
Proctored student. You do not have a learning partner 
on these units-. You take. the test and it is then graded by 
the proctor, Kate Donlon-Bantz. The proctor will discuss 
incorrect answers and direct you to relevant material for 
:further study if needed. · In this situation you will be 
given an opportunity to explain or clari fy any answers 
which are judged by the proctor to be incorrect. If your 
new answer is· correct, then you will have passed tbat -ques-
tion. 
Quiz procedure. All students must attend class on quiz 
days, including the tutors who will not be taking the quiz 
themselves. The tutored and proctored students will receive 
the quiz to complete~ while the tutors will receive a copy 
of the quiz to examine. Upon c ompletion of the quiz two 
procedures will be followed. Proctored students will take 
their quiz to the proctoring room f or grading and discussion. 
return it to the test room, and complete a proctor rati ng 
sheet . Tutored students will return the quiz to the instruc-
tor for grading and will complet e a tutor rating sheet. If 
--- - · . ... : ~..:.._ __ . :....- -~ .. --·- ....... ; ~- .. _ ~ ....... :_· ..;.;.~ .. . .. ;. . ... · .. ·'·. : ·--· .. · 
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• 
tb.e quiz is not passed, tutored students wi:ll .have 15 minutes 
to study the qu:lz with their tuto.r in the testing room. Re-
tests will be given on the scheduled da:te and the same pro-
cedure will be f'ollowed. 
Quiz forma"!:_. Each quiz will ask you to take on a dif-
ferent real-life role for that particular quiz and a.sk you 
to solve problems whiph that p~rson ~ight fac:e. You are 
e)Cp~cted to use the mat~.rial you have studied to solve the 
problems. You will be informed of the role chosen for each 
quiz on the study gu.ide and a sample test question wl.ll be 
in.cluded with the first study guide to aid you itl prepar~ng . 
Qu.estions will be short answer essay. You will have one 
hour to complete each quiz. 
Grading 
Quizzes: Must pass to pass the course; no letter grades 
Pap.ers: Approximately 70% of final grade; 30% for 
the first and 40$ for the final paper. 
Verbal participation: Approximately 30% of final grade. 
Grade Options 
You may chose to receive a letter grade or a term 
Iett-er-1>/lf option. Letter grades will be assigned as stated 
above. A Pass grade in a P/F optio:n requires completion of 
all quizzes as stated, completion of both papers at a C 
~evel ~ and average (C) le"rel of ve.rba1 participation. Term 
letters will be based on the actual level and quality of 
performance. 
Of:fice Hours 
.I will be happy to talk to anyone about anything re-
lated to the course at the following hours or by appoint-
ment. 
Office: WPC! 206 
946-·2579 
Hours: Tuesday 12-2 
Tbursday 11-1 
and by appointment 
I 
! 




















Overview of course content, 
format a.nr:I contingencies 
How to pin it down and keep it 
there: The problems of de-
fining and examin.ing be-
havior 
:Why? 
A potpourri of theories 
When? 
Its more than just meets the 
eye: Social determinants of 
perception· 
Social learning tbeory:: Stimu.:.. 
Ius, reinforcement,· and 
cognitive control 
Aggression: Learning· to whop em 
















Do as I do and not (necE:lssarily) Bandt.tra 2 
as I say (90-113) 
Quiz 1: (It had to come some..-
time. Go back to 2/12. do 
not pass GO, do not collect 
$200.) 
Quiz 1 revisited 
Is the tube really a boob? 
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lion day 




















Catharsis: Getting it out of 
your system vicariously or 
otherwise 
Quiz 2 
Qu,iz 2 rev:isited 
War, sports, and aggression 
De-Individuation effects ~nd 
. how rational man is 
Quiz 3 
Quiz 3 revisi;ted 
Take a chance at the grab bag 
.of life: 101 situations 
ready for innovative control 
Utopian designers beware: You 
are sur.rou,nded by · ait.erna-
tives 
Qu1z4 
·QUiz 4 re:visited 
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For altruism and a harmonious PAPER DUE 
world 
Attribution effects: Co.nsequen- Macaulay 
ces of viewing your ·own per-- 29-73 
feet bod relative to those 
around you 
Can (do) attitudes control you - Macaulay 
or you them? 77-101 
Qui..z 5: (And just when it seemed 
that it was all over - here we 
are again:. l is the tester and 
you is the testee!) 
Quiz 5 revisited 
Help for hopefully growing 
up helpful 
The making of reformers 
Qu:i.z 6: (And from the craw's 
nest comes- a shout - the 
































QUiz 6 revisited 
Now tor the nitty gri:tty: 
BiC?logy is dest:iny - or -
an1mals are the father of 
man 
Why study iloQ.-human beha v·ior? 





Dr. Terry Maple - visiting 
lectur-er from the Davis Primate 
Center 
Talk to the animals - Zoo field trip 
Tl:le Lorenz/Ardrey message and 
where it leaves us · 
Lorenz, Ardrey, et al. : 
Science o.r creative dram-
atics? lt does ma.tter •. 
The defense objects: The 
evidence bas been falsely 
and not entirely presented 
·Is altruism innate? 
Where do we .go ~rom he·re? 
· · Summing up and speculations 
Your turn to even t 'he score -
· course e valuation 
Lore-nz or 
Ardrey 
)f(>nt -t{gUe· intra. 
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Test i~ Name 
----------------------
Ans:wer e~ch qJ,lestiori using the .relevant material from 
the. text. 
1. Your 2 year :old is tbeyoungest ib a d;iy care cent~r 
class. Be is bi tten three times by an older 'Child , 
and ·each time the other chil d is punish~d. your son 
n~ver . bites any children. . Six mo.nths later your child 
is placed in a different class with a n·ew teacher and 
promptly starts biting other children . ·The teacher 
i .S · upset and does not know how to .. react, SO she ignores 
the incident. . The secon~ time .he bites· someone she 
asks you for -help in dealing with the p.roblem . How . 
do you account for the change 1ft your child's behavior 
and what advi·ce do you give ·the teacher? 
2. You have .a, 4 year ·old son. · .Two of his friends are 
vi'siting for t he. day. The large$t child bits the 
smallest .child and successfuily takes ~ tqy from her. 
Y.Qur child wat.cbes the episode with i nterest, as h:e 
had earlier u'tisucces-sfully tried to· talk his friend 
.:i.nto giving htm the same toy. How will you respond tp 
the situation if you do not want your child to be 
physically aggr·essive? Why? 
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3. You. are a s:ingl·e father of an 8 yeal" old girl and are 
determined to raise her to ·be physi<:ally a¢tive. You 
encourage her to learn sports and you yourself -e.ngage 
in a variety of sports. Your daughter I .s pl~.ymates 
consistently spend . their time playing house and in.si~t 
that .sports are only for boys. _When she is older do 
you expect your daughter to . bold your values, her 
friends' or a combination ? Why? · 
4.. You enjoy _ the free time you g~t _by letting your 4 and 
7 year old. children watch TV on Sat11rday morning. You 
are asked to settle a dispute over a choi.ce of shows: 
a cartoon show with ·unique dest.ruct1ve and aggressive 
scenes or a "science for children" s~how. Given the 
results of the research on the ef:f.ectiveness O·f cartoon 
models, which show would you chose for your children 


















5. You are request.ed to give your op1.n1on on the use of 
TV instruction as a replacement for a teacher in the 
classroom in some situations in. your Jr. High child's 
classroom. If the results of· the research on the dif-
ferential l~arning of novel aggressive behavior from 
a livemodel and a filmmodel can be generalized to 
the acquisition of other behavior~ would you have any 
reason to_ object? Would you feel any differently if 
your son's teacher \Vas very dynamic and .Promoted 
interest ill the material through novel presentations, 
and the TV shows were fairly dry and traditionally 
presented? Why? 
6.. You ar.e planning a birthday party ·for your 8 year 
old daughter. At last year's party the ch~ildren spent 
a lot of time fighting with each other. You would like 
to avoid that this year. Based ·on 'the evidence of 
the relationship between emotional arousal and aggres-
siveness~ what kinds of games· and activities would you 
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1. The nursery sebool teacher at your son's school 'be-
lieves that, by directing the children to act out 
their aggressj_ve behavior usfng dolls, she will" pro-
vide ' them wi t,b an outlet for: their anger and reduce 
the amoun.t of. fight~ing between the children • Do 
you agree wit}l this analysis. of the use of non-human 
targets to reduce aggression? Why? 
8~ You personally have many doubts about the qualit~ of 
police officers in·your town and often discuss their 
avpareJ1t1y arbi-trary use of force with your friends. 
Your husband argues that if you want your children 
to have a good opinio·n o:f ~policemen and trust them 
enough to turn to when in trouble, you will have to 













































Test lb Name 
----~---------------
1. Your _9 year ·old daughter bas often play~d y.tlth boys 
'Who use physical aggression to obtain desir~d items. 
but has not imitated or resisted their tactics. · A 
new family moves into the neighborhood an.d . t:he daugh-
ter e>f the famil.y is adept at using physical ag!-~~­
sion tQ take toys fl"om the boys. Do you expect· any 
change in your daughter•s behavior towards her play~ 
mates now that she sees a girl using these t.acti.cs.? 
How will you respond if you do not approve of these 
tactics? Why? 
2. You use your free time to pursue artist ie endeav·or.s 
and to. attend c\l.lttiral event~ . Your 10 year c;>ld 
son's playmates ·tbink art and musie _are _for s1ss1es 
and play football, basketb~ll ~nd baseball to tb~e 
exclusion of all other act1vit;1e~ . At_ a .. l;tteJ:" ag do you exp~ct your son t<>.hold his friends values, 
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3. Yol! are on a . parent advisory board at your child's 
elementary school. There has been an exces~d ve amount 
of' :fighting at r¢cess. Jl~ce~s activities are typical.:. 
ly structured cC>mpet.it:i.ve sport activities~ · 01) the 
basis of the results troin the studies of t ·he eff~ct 
of emoti()nal arousal on: aggressive behavior, what 
cl)anges in recess activities would you suggest t .o· 
reduce aggressive .bebayior? 
4. 'lour brother and 5 and 8 year old children are watching 
a western '<>n T.V. Your brother enjoys ·the f'ight scenes 
and vigorously eonunents on the success and quality of 
tbe herO.' s tactics for defeatin-g the villain. You do 
not want yoliZ" children to admire or imitate the hero•s 
beha'Vi()r, but . as you only see yo\tr brother once a year, 
you do not want to criticize his values~ Should you 
intervene oT do you have any reason for worryi ng tha:t . 
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5. Your 3 year old daughter ts n.ursery school teacher has 
i .nstalled a punchirig !:Jag in the classroom. She :reasons 
that .ff the children are encouraged. to bit the punching 
bag when angry illstea.d of. each other there will be less 
fighting. Witb your knowledge o.f the way in whi.Ch ag-
gl"essive behavior is acquired t- do you agree or disagree 
with bl!r? Why? 
6:... You have received complaints from your daughter's 
Kind~rgarten teacher that sbe often resort·s to f ight.ing 
to solve c·onfliets with the other children. You are 
anxious to reduce the f ighting but .have no neighbor 
childr.en of tbe satne age to involve in eo-operative 
play sessions wb·ich you could supervise. ls there any 
a.lterna~ive . method whie.b would. not require other 
cb~ldxeri by wh.ich you could train her· to use co-
ope):"ative techniques? How would you do it? 
· .. 
I .. 
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7. · You object to your 8 and 11 ye~r olt:l childten watching 
a violent detective show on TV. Tbey argue that they 
would never use any of the violent teGhniques because 
they wo-uld never be. in those situations. Do you have 
any reason to worry that they may apply some of the 
techniques anyway?. · 
s~. Your son comes home crying pecause another boy threw 
rocks at him ;1s be wa.s .walking home from school. You 
~o not· believe iri t~sing physical f!ggressicm to solve 
problems, but you do not want your scm to be attacket:l 
again. What advice will you give your son as to what 
action to take? What kind of ·behavior ·will t~his pro-
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Test lc ·Name. 
~------~-------------
1. You are wa't;ch:ing the 6":00 news with your 6 year old 
son when a news item about the unusual and brutal 
beating o:f a police officer is shown. Your child 
starts describing the scene and violent behaviors to 
bi:s mo.tber ~ whp is in the other J;oom. Is tbere any 
reason to .stop h'im from verbalizing the- incident if 
you do not want him to remember the details o.f the 
show? 
' 
2. l:f the learning of aggressive behavior and other behaviors 
proceed by the same rules. is there any way to improve 
your pre...,schoolerts recall o·f the ma·t.erial presented .on 
Sesame Street? 
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3. You are watching a boxing match on TV with your child. 
You enjoy boxing as a spo:rt .. but.do not want.yourchild 
bitting his friends. Will your sanctioning comments 
about the show have any ef:fect oil yotil" soil's later be-
havior? WbEm ·and how? 
4. The football co.ach at your son's school spends a 1ot 
of timecomplimenting the players on theuse of rough 
-tactics. Your son wants to Join the team,. but you 
are worried that be may becoine.aggressive· in other 
situations if be is exposed to this sanctioning ;of 
aggressiveness. Will he follow tile coa:ch's sanctions 
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Jour daUghter's favorite TV sb()w is a detective sbow 
whe·r .e v~rbal coercion is the ller() rs $pe~ii:i;ity ~ Yo"9 
notice that your el!ild is consist~ntly us_ing coercive 
verbal techniques to m~nipuiate her friends. Is ther e 
any reason to suspect that these be.havio.rs are acq-uired 
'from the TV ·show given that the situations are so .dis-
similar? Why? 
6. Your daughter'$ new ·playmate uses threats and occasi onal 
p~ysical aggpe~s'i()%1 to successfully get his way. Your 
daughter compl ains about tbl s behavior aJ first, calling 
it bad, nasty and unfair . Lately you ootice that she 
has. started using th,e s .ame techniques aithoUgh she . Still 
complains about his behavior. How do you expl~in this? f 
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You agree with your . son that his teacher has been un-
fair in pu·nisbing him without sufficient evidence of 
misconduct. What kind o:f response. would you encourage 
your child to make to the teacher if you want .him to 
stand up for his rights but .do n.ot approve of aggres-
sion? 
You do not believe in lying and ·have · always told your 
children that it is wrot1g. Howev.er, this year you cheated 
oh your. income tax and your children know it . Your son 
is caught lying to you about where he was one evening. 
How will you have to change. your behavior if you want 
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1. The p,roctor/t.utor knew the assigned material.. 
I· ·· ·f · · · t· · -- I 
9 10 
. . ~ ' 
4. 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 
thoroughly moderately not at all 
2. My· question~ .about the material were answered either 
directly or by specific suggestions for further study. 
1 I 2 I 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 7 
always ·sometimes never 







7 8 9 10 . 
not at all 
4. The discussion increased my knowledge of the material. 
3 4 !) 7 8 . 9 10 
L 
1 2 
very much some no.t at all 
5. The amount <>f time. spent discus-sing the material was 
suffic-ient 
I 
1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I 
10 2" 
agree somewhat disagree 
6. My participation in the discussion was .encouraged. 
1 2 
all the time 
4 5 
sometimes 
6 7 8 9 10 
:not at all 
7 ~ The proc·tor/tutor encouraged my independent solution to 
























1. Tutors/Proctors are likely to know the material. 
1· · · · ' ·f· -~ · · t · · · · I' -· · 
1 2 - 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
thoroughly moderately not at all 
Tutors/Proctors are likely to answer my questions about 
the material eit·her directly or by specific suggestions 
for further study. 
~ 
always 




3. Discussing the material with a tutorfproetor is likely 
t() inerease my understanding of the material. 




8 9 10 
not at all 
4. Discussing with a tutor/proctor is like to increase my 
knowledge of the material. 
I" f · I I · I 
8 9 10 1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 
very much some not at all 
5. Tutors/Proctors are l"ikely to encourage my independent 
solution to problems I encounter. 
1 
always 
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